
WARDEN / VESTRY WORKSHOP 

 

Prayer Baptism Prayer SLIDE  

 

Before we go too far a few housekeeping: 

 

Architect the most important first step….site…Context is everything. So as I make comments 

they may need to be interpreted to your context.   Small vs, large/ struggling vs. stable / 

rector vs. transition  I am trying my best to make broad strokes that I think can cover every 

congregation.  Principles and ideas.  As well as a few exercises to try in your own vestries 

 

Go through resources….in notebook.  

   

SLIDE Not sure if this will be like drinking from a fire hydrant…or sipping…..    

 

5. If I do say something that confuses u, put brakes on me by raising a hand & asking me.  

 

6.  If I ask a question….I’m not looking for an answer…..I truly want to know   

I promise to tell you what I think…I also promise to not let us get off track.  I love you 

 

+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

Also thank you…..  servants and leaders.  Your church matters.  OUR church matters. 

 

SLIDE Your leadership geos back to Moses. Closer to Gideon….. too many.  

 

SLIDE  And Jesus narrowed it to 12…..I know this was a meal…but looks like vestry b/c no 

one is paying attention to Jesus. 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

+Who is here?   

+Wardens/vestry/others 

+How long an Episcopalian?   under 5/5-10/10-20/20-30/all your life 

+How long in the church you are currently in? under 5/5-10/10-20/20-30/all your life 

 

SLIDE   +How would you rate your experience/expertise with vestry leadership?  

Completely new to this, Relatively new, Some knowledge and experience,  

Strong knowledge and experience, know too much for my own good. 

Of course….I am somewhere b/t completely new and relatively new….. 

which is not meant to be an apology for what follows.  

 

I am new…however, I also have 20 yrs as priest….one term on vestry incl Sr. Warden.   



FYI---I asked several wardens for input…. 

 

Reason for this as well….how I see the diocese and my job….responsibility to equip you & 

encourage you….year or so too soon…..but gut feeling to go for it.  Not finished….. 

 

Now you need to know this up front that if you wonder what the diocese does to help you 

that may be, in part good news.  A lot of times when we get involved its because there is 

either a change or a conflict.   

 

SLIDE When does the Bishop / Duvall Center Staff get involved?  

If you do not know then that may be good news!!! 

 

1. When we are asked.   Please ask!! does depend on “who” asks from the church.  Officers.  

Occasionally, a parishioner will call the Bishop, but you need to know how I handle that.  If 

it is not a serious offense or allegation, I will thank them and then turn it back by asking if 

they have talked with you and/or the clergy.  I usually call the clergy to let them know a call 

was made. Most of the time the clergy already knows.  I am not here to be Big Brother.   

 

2. Conflict/confusion 
 

3. Transitions  I do not want to spend too much time on this but I do want you to know how 

I am addressing such times that is different from previous years.  
 

BISH: meet w/ wardens ASAP; meet w/ vestry; visit & preach; meet w/ search comm 

 

CTO: assists in transition; educates on process; forming comm….process...consultants 

 

VESTRY/SR. WARDEN: In charge. Someitmes suspend elections so that vestry can 

oversee the transition, & so no power plays for leadership while there is no Rector.  Interims 

cannot be called as the Rector; Associates cannot be called as the next Rector.  

 

CLERGY: One who has left….leaves.  The one who arrives is in transition for  some 

time. Invite me to come about 3-4 months after they arrive.  

 

4. Proactively TODAY I hope by offering this we are trying to take a more proactive role.   

 

Diocese role is not to fix your church.  Rather to act as a catalyst and connector. 

 I am leading this b/c of my first impressions this year.  This workshop has potential to help 

you in your ministry and that is why I am here.   

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 



 

SLIDE LANGUAGE   OK…..so lets make sure we know the language…. 

 

Diocese: Geographical area.  Independent of other dioceses.    

 

Bishop: Ecclesiastical authority.  Not the PB or ABC.   

 

Rector From our canons…”shall refer to a priest canonically settled in accordance with the 

General Canons in a parish in union with the Convention.” 

 

Spiritual leader….Bishop is not so much the boss……parish elects and Bishop consents….. 

 

We believe in a permanent tenure for rectors. One leaves only by death, retirement, 

resignation [with consent of vestry] or removal due to a violation of canon law. The tenure of 

a rector cannot be dissolved without the mutual consent of the vestry and the rector. If this 

consent is not mutual, the Bishop gets involved as the arbitrator to resolve the impasse.  Also 

note that referendums and surveys by a parishioner or at a meeting are not a part of our 

polity.  The vestry is the sole representative of the parish in its relationship with the clergy.  

 

Canons authorize Rector: worship/stewardship/use of building/records And staff.                     

I wish someone had told me that.  Staff works for Rector, not you.   

Role of rector?   Ask…… 

 

"Curate" a priest serving by whatever title designated, in a parish, who is canonically 

resident in the Diocese, and who is called by the Vestry on the recommendation of the Rector 

after communication w/ the Bishop  WHY??? !!!!  

 

“Vicar" shall refer to a priest or deacon for a mission Congregation who is canonically 

resident in the Diocese and is appointed by the ecclesiastical authority. 

 

“Priest-in-Charge” shall refer to a priest appointed by the Bishop, after consultation with the 

Vestry, to serve in any congregation in which there is no Rector, and who shall exercise the 

duties of Rector as provided in the General Canons. [can be non-canonical or retired] 
 

Parish: 100 confirmed communicants.  $ min for priest / $ to dioc/ properly insure  facilities.  
 

Mission: Less than 100.  Bishop is authority.  Appoints priest.  

 

Warden:  Canonical leadership of vestry.  

 



Vestry: History ‘Vestry’ as parish robing room • W/ congregational growth came 12 

representatives w/ life-long terms • Today vestries reflect diversity of congregation 

(including youth!) 

 

You are deputized…agents of the church VERY IMPORTANT ….congregational meetings 

are NOT our norm.  Petitions…..not our way.   Lets have parish meeting….be careful 

 

SLIDE Who can serve….member of the church. stickler on this.  Confirmed or received.   

16 yrs old.    Known to the treasurer…….active & attending.  

How nominated/elected? Varies. Transparency and participatory.   

 

SLIDE Role: Canons……National Canons  CANONs in notebook & on internet.  
 

Legal representatives of the church in all matters concerning its corporate properties; 

relations of the parish to its clergy. “temporal” 
 

Shall ensure that standard business methods will be observed.  
 

When a Parish is without a Rector, the officers of the vestry are responsible for the 

continuation of worship, including the calling of a new rector.  
 

The vestry has responsibility for nominating persons for holy orders 
 

SLIDE Role: Canons Take care of the parish finances 

Care and maintain parish facilities 

Choose parish leadership; 

- Call a Rector 

- Interview and Election of all other ministers (clergy or lay) 
 

It shall keep order in the church during Divine Service & work with the clergy for the 

furtherance of the Church's program 
 

So there it is….we can all go home….. 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

SLIDE No….Experience of HOB…”I’ve never seen that before…what is it that is missing?    

Sacred…..prayer……a spirit of sacredness ….trust……ministry……all of the above… 

 

It is that moment….that leads us into a different understanding of meaning of your role.  And 

it involves around a very familiar word.    

 

Leadership.  



 

SLIDE Biblical Reflection   Ephesians 4:1-16 

I therefore, the prisoner in the Lord, beg you to lead a life worthy of the calling to which you 

have been called, with all humility and gentleness, with patience, bearing with one another in 

love, making every effort to maintain the unity of the Spirit in the bond of peace.  There is one 

body and one Spirit, just as you were called to the one hope of your calling, one Lord, one 

faith, one baptism, one God and Father of all, who is above all and through all and in all.  But 

each of us was given grace according to the measure of Christ’s gift. Therefore it is said, ‘When 

he ascended on high he made captivity itself a captive; he gave gifts to his people.’……   The 

gifts he gave were that some would be apostles, some prophets, some evangelists, some pastors 

and teachers, to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up the body of Christ, 

until all of us come to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God, to maturity, 

to the measure of the full stature of Christ. We must no longer be children, tossed to and fro 

and blown about by every wind of doctrine, by people’s trickery, by their craftiness in deceitful 

scheming. But speaking the truth in love, we must grow up in every way into him who is the 

head, into Christ, from whom the whole body, joined and knitted together by every ligament 

with which it is equipped, as each part is working properly, promotes the body’s growth in 

building itself up in love.  
 

SLIDE 3 ways to think of yourselves as leaders 

You have been called [not elected] =Leadership within=called w/ specific fruits & gifts 

bearing with one another   =leadership between the vestry 

equipping the saints & building up the Body =Leadership for the Church 

 

Want to do is talk about three aspects of leadership that involves vestries and wardens. 

 

SLIDE   A. LEADERSHIP WITHIN: You might be thinking oh no…..leadership is 

leadership…..but I do not think that is the case.  Leaders in the church are not the same as 

leaders in the boardroom or legislature.   Maybe it should be, but I am not about to get into 

politics.  But more than managers of accountability and oversight……ministers and leaders 

 

The Bible words for what I am thinking about are fruits and gifts….Fruits are the result of a 

living loving relationship with JC….. 

 
SLIDE Read Galatians 5:22-23  By contrast, the fruit of the Spirit is love, joy, peace, patience, kindness, 

generosity, faithfulness, gentleness, and self-control …..If we live by the Spirit, let us also be guided by the 

Spirit.  Let us not become conceited, competing against one another, envying one another.” 

 

SLIDE Heavenly Father, we thank you that by water and the Holy Spirit you have bestowed upon these your 

servants the forgiveness of sin, and have raised them to the new life of grace. Sustain them, O Lord, in your 

Holy Spirit. Give them an inquiring and discerning heart, the courage to will and to persevere, a spirit to 

know and to love you, and the gift of joy and wonder in all your works. Amen. 



 

What are the ‘inner’ qualities=‘fruit’ of the spirit that make a good vestry member? 

A few to add if not mentioned in conversation….. 

 

Trust:   Building relationships of trust-holding and mutuality. 

Self-Awareness: Understanding that one is a child of God w/ gifts and authority to 

exercise those gifts.  Emotional intelligence. 

Servanthood/humility Caring for others and desiring to build relationships. Respect. 

Vulnerable: Daring to risk, and to be ready to fail and/or get hurt 

Seeking: Prayer and listening to God. 

Flexibility: Openness to questions and diversity. 

Authenticity:  Being who you are.   

 

SLIDE  Gifts…..I Corinthians 12  
 Now there are varieties of gifts, but the same Spirit; and there are varieties of services, but the same Lord; 

and there are varieties of activities, but it is the same God who activates all of them in everyone.  To each is 

given the manifestation of the Spirit for the common good.  To one is given through the Spirit the utterance 

of wisdom, and to another the utterance of knowledge according to the same Spirit,  to another faith by the 

same Spirit, to another gifts of healing by the one Spirit,  to another the working of miracles, to another 

prophecy, to another the discernment of spirits, to another various kinds of tongues, to another the 

interpretation of tongues.  All these are activated by one and the same Spirit, who allots to each one 

individually just as the Spirit chooses. 

 

I love people who have gift of numbers because I don’t.   But if entire verry were accountants 

and bankers……one person….she was a mystic….always slowed us down….BUT!  I think 

its important to be candid and intentional about the gifts needed on the vestry to meet the 

current issues, priorities and mission of the church.   Who is going off each year……what do 

we need? 

 

Point is to be intentional of who has the gifts and fruits most needed at this particular time.  

Vs. Vestries that are popularity contests [Newnan] or 8:00 vs. 10:00    turf battles.     

 

How?   SLIDE  Gifts:  http://www.congregationalvitalitysurvey.com/Resources.html 

 

http://www.elca.org/en/Our-Work/Congregations-and-Synods/Faith-Practices/Spiritual-

Renewal/Assessment-Tools?_ga=1.18691199.735156738.1409334344 

 

www.3coloredworld.org 

 

Sidebar about elections….When do you hold elections?   Be careful.  Please make sure teens 

know.  And the point is…..make sure that these are communicated when nominations to the 

vestry are made.    Can I vote if I am not there?  You need to know!!!! 

http://www.congregationalvitalitysurvey.com/Resources.html
http://www.elca.org/en/Our-Work/Congregations-and-Synods/Faith-Practices/Spiritual-Renewal/Assessment-Tools?_ga=1.18691199.735156738.1409334344
http://www.elca.org/en/Our-Work/Congregations-and-Synods/Faith-Practices/Spiritual-Renewal/Assessment-Tools?_ga=1.18691199.735156738.1409334344
http://www.3coloredworld.org/


++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

So now you are on the vestry…..look around the room….. 

 

SLIDE B. LEADERSHIP BETWEEN-----vestry and the vestry with the Rector 

 

Architect…..most difficult bldg….house then a church…..personal investment.  

  

How do we set an atmosphere for discernment and ministry. 

 

SLIDE 1. Know the personalities at the table.    

People process information differently. We make decisions differently.   The decision itself is 

often not as important as to how you get to the decision.  Is everyone on board, had time to 

process….so knowing how each other process and thinks….is helpful to building trustThink  

 

Compare from the tests above….. 

 

Myers Briggs if you want to…..Or Google leadership assessment   personality tests….et   

 

Do the exercise on Lions/Otters….   silliness but also a way to have a conversation 

 

PAGE 10 IN RESOURCES…. DO IT………………….. 

 

SLIDE 2. Agree on the “turf”  for being a community   

How are we going to work together and be a community that reflects God? 

 

A. Norms: Did this annually….3 class exercise.   point to resource   PAGE 16 

 

SLIDE These are some that I would reiterate: 

Consensus---All feel safe; energy around it; “I can live with this” 

Commitment: faith vs. rational 

Confidentiality: No email chats.  who is in the conversation 

Creativity: God’s mission therefore risk. 

Compassion: Pastoral side 

Community:  “me” vs. “we”   vs. “I”   no one gets their way.  Finding God’s way. 

    

I use these norms in three ways…. 

A. Orientation every year. not just new members…..but all…..why?   

budgets….language…included agenda in your notebook 

B. Reread the policies and by laws of the church every year.  Reaffirmed…..   

C. Publish to parish.  



 

SLIDE 3.  Retreat: Get away. Have fun…….know each other….plot course….rededicate… 

 

SLIDE  4. Meetings… 

 

Assumption….people count down to last vestry meeting…I know clergy do.   Why? Can we 

‘change’ the way we think of our meetings differently?  For instance, when do you talk about 

money---our energy is highest when we begin. Where might you meet Jesus on  agenda? 

 

SLIDE a. Developing holy ground. We all show up w/life on our minds and hearts. This is 

a Xtn community so how do we honor that?   

+Checking in---prayer---- 

+ Shared leadership of devotion.  5 minutes.   Grounded in spiritual.  Read something 

important, wrote about a question begin discussed,  

 

SLIDE b. Discernment time:  Read Philippians 4:8-9   
 Finally, beloved whatever is true, whatever is honorable, whatever is just, whatever is pure, whatever is 

pleasing, whatever is commendable, if there is any excellence and if there is anything worthy of praise, think 

about these things. Keep on doing the things that you have learned and received and heard and seen in me, 

and the God of peace will be with you. 

 

What is a question to be discussed vs. a decision to be made.  

How do we do Easter differently?  What is going on in our neighborhood? 

Spend more time on discernment…..what is the question that needs attention  

No solution/no voting!! 

go around and discuss…..pay attention to listening vs. waiting to speak….. 

Watching a video…..  “Why?”   or IDEO  or Chang…. 

 

SLIDE Possible questions.  

What are the obstacles for a visitor to our church?  

What is your elevator speech for the Episcopal church & you cannot use the word welcome 

What makes your church distinctive, not in architecture or design, but in its ministry? 

What new ministries could your church launch if it was larger? Why can’t you do them 

anyway? Who is our neighbor that we don’t notice? 

 

Or take a topic…like stewardship…..and have a conversation….what if/why/how 

 

SLIDE Example….do the Jesus joy/table   Do this.  

 
 



SLIDE c. Limit the minutia.   

How do you create a spirit of leadership without turning into micromanagers? 

How do you handle complaints or issues that parishioners approach us with? 

How do you decide the number of people to change the light bulbs? 
 

SLIDE by Setting the agenda: Wardens meet with rector the week before.   Each person 

can submit an issue, conversation, etc Is this a decisions is appropriate for the vestry, or 

rather rector, staff, warden, etc 

Agenda is then set and sent by a warden.  Therefore, no grenades. 

+ Use consent agenda.  Send it out ahead. If questions, you email and get it figured out.  

+ Reports submitted beforehand.  Action items highlighted. 

+ Meet no longer than 90 minutes 

 

SLIDE d. Sharing leadership    
 

Warden presides at the meeting. 

  

Deleg people into smaller groups: i.e Discipleship/Outreach/  Give them time in meetings to 

split up and talk about what is pressing    

 

SLIDE Depending on size…..liaisons who lead…..or another…..via mission….verbs…show  

 

SLIDE e. Way you communicate?  Principles: 

Beach ball---fierce conversations  “help me see what I am not seeing?” 

  

Saying the unsaid=Truth-telling in love. [story of COM….what is not being said?} 

  

perception vs. reality    seemed mad….no not really…..and check it out with others…  
  

No end runs---no triangles 
  

“People say” vs. “I believe” 
 

There is no confidentiality when it comes to gossip or complaints.  
  

See Rickel Rules of Respect  PAGE_________________________ 

 

SLIDE f. After the meeting 

No sidebars or parking lot meetings.   

 

Speaking with one voice after a decision is made by the vestry. It is  destructive when vestry 

members undermine/criticize the decision of the group. 



 

The power of Good Gossip 

 

Power of the button “SEND” and how email can destroy a church with just a few ‘sends’ 

 

SLIDE 5. Being visible to the church AS THE VESTRY!!   LEADERSHIP 

 

This actually came out of a discernment….. 

Calling for Prayer lists and newcomers 

Saying thank you to people/groups ---passing cards at vestry. 

Making vestry visible:  VOD / Pictures up at door / name tags 

  

SLIDE 4. Relationship with the Rector 

The vestry is canonically charge and work with the clergy for the furtherance of the 

Church's program 

 

SLIDE  “To the extent which the work of change is undertaken primarily by leaders 

[clergy], there will be no change.”  Roxburgh 

The relationship between vestry and clergy is crucial. The fundamental characteristic of a 

healthy relationship is trust. This is developed and nurtured over time.   

 

SLIDE [2] Conflict data   How much of conflict is b/t clergy and vesty 

  

It is a team and requires collaboration. Both Rector and vestry should be concerned with the 

spiritual matters of the church, and both should be concerned for the mundane.  When 

canonical rights and duties, and LOAs are too clearly analyzed and adhered to, resentments 

emerge and turf battles happen.   Be clear of roles and responsibilities: Story of Architect vs. 

priest 

 

Sidebar comments…. 

1. The first year or so of a pastoral relationship are a time of testing.  When trust is built, 

anything is possible.  Without it, nothing can really happen 

2. Long term: Need to re-create.  What worked in first year will not work in the 7th year.  

3. Searches by clergy.  Normal.  Checking their calls.  

 

Ways to foster this relationship in a healthy way…. 

By-laws: Authority and shared responsibility.   Fill in what canons are silent about.  That’s 

it!  And cannot contradict canons either. 

 

Policies: Update and reaffirm every year   RESOURCES: PAGE_________________ 



 

SLIDE 6. Mutual Ministry Reviews 

Way to check up the relationship b/t the clergy and the vestry: Mutual Ministry Review:   

 

Not a job evaluation!   It is a check-up as to the ministry of all involved.  Google episcopal 

mutual ministry review…..find all kinds of info….doing better than I thought…… 

goals of church…..MUTUAL is key here. 

 Clergy Support and Wellness Cont ed – Credo – Sabbath time 

 

SLIDE  Google episcopal mutual ministry review  We are looking at an online one.    

http://www.norcalepiscopal.org/mutualministryreview 

 

SLIDE  Side Bar…..WARDENS  ROLE OF WARDEN 

 

Wardens I asked wardens…..good/bad/ugly 

 good----see the church at work…how much goes on never knew about 

 bad---how much time and $ and energy on facilities and turf wars  

ugly---personal power issues----“Antagonists in the church” 

 

1. Set tone of the group. 

  

2. Elected/Appt: How elected says something of how church operates---collegial or us/them  

  Sr. Warden……rectors warden 

Jr. Warden…..”people’s” warden…..be careful of that 

 

Stair step is not helpful---each year new challenges and issues…..different teams. 
 

BY LAWS HELPFUL HERE!!!!!!   IN your resources. 
 

3. Critical:   Meet with Rector on regular basis…..pastoral/programmatic/ pray!!!! 

 

In meetings w/ Rector 

a. don’t chase smoke….check it  out…   some fires just need to burn… 

some are only one person holding a match…IOW…  no confidentiality. 

 

4. Transition:  Remember earlier……Sr. Warden is canonically in charge…..shared 

leadership with the PIC….    Best way….be clear and write it down. 

 

++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

SLIDE C. Leadership to/for the church   Remember the Ephesians quote  
 

http://www.norcalepiscopal.org/mutualministryreview


SLIDE to equip the saints for the work of ministry, for building up the body of Christ,… 

 

SLIDE What does it mean to be leaders for the church? 

Discernment Listening to each other & to God who is God calling you to be? 

Articulating mission & ministry   what is God calling you to do? 

Makes room for new leaders   Who will follow? 

Stewards Management of resources---financial and spiritual----of the church 

Catalysts for change 

 
SLIDE Read Acts 2: They devoted themselves to the apostles’ teaching and to fellowship, to the breaking 

of bread and to prayer. 43 Everyone was filled with awe at the many wonders and signs performed by the 

apostles. 44 All the believers were together and had everything in common. 45 They sold property and 

possessions to give to anyone who had need. 46 Every day they continued to meet together in the temple 

courts. They broke bread in their homes and ate together with glad and sincere hearts, 47 praising God and 

enjoying the favor of all the people. And the Lord added to their number daily those who were being saved. 

 

What are we devoted to?  survival….or gospel….no matter the cost?   
 

Stump the Bishop….Questions …are so much about survival ….I dont know how to do 

it....think it begins by talking differently…. questions we ask  

 

Point is….our survival is killing us…we cannot address the present 

  

Learn how to talk like Gospel people….. Port St. Joe……   Sr. Warden 

 

SLIDE U are called to be devoted to GOD’S VISION 
 

SLIDE  GOAL Your goal…..I think…is to be a healthy & vital context for people to be 

transformed and reconciled with each other and with God. There is not a standard of size or $ 
 

All kinds of models for healthy/vital contexts= churches.  Given you a good one in your 

notebook.  One thing we did some years at retreat is give a copy to each vestry.  Circle 3 

good at / 3 not so good at.  Became fodder for work. 

 

So this is my own….honestly change tomorrow……but for today…..no particular order. 

Need to know it is not my intent to step on toes, but to tell the truth in love.  
 

CGC CONVENTION POST-ITS 
 

S0 here we go!!! 

 



[SLIDE] First law….Interrogative---In order to know what God is doing…we must not be 

afraid to really dig….interrogate reality…..have courage to really study…..knowledge 

 

SLIDE  Knowing yourself as a community 

Knowing the community around you 

Knowing the culture in which we live and move 
 

3 steps to each of thee knowing….if you stop….it is incomplete!!!! 

 1. Listen to what is out there 

 2. Discerning what matters 

 3. Deciding what to do 

Excellent res Joining God, Remaking the Church, Changing the World  by Alan Roxburgh 

 

SLIDE Knowing yourself=CHURCH 

Taking the time to listen to your own story.  Good/bad/ugly.  How does it shape how you 

operate.   What are the stressors?  i.e. St. James…..   cancer….last time….disaster…. 

 

Know your size and personality….  Alan Rothague….Problem is many churches are 

operating out of a system they are no longer in. 

 

Walk grounds….open doors [hoarding says something]  

……go out into the community…..ask for stories…do a timeline 

 

1. Demographics…….but to do so truthfully w/ an undefended heart 

Measure things that are beyond normal attendance  i.e.  

 how many are served / how many people pledged that neve did before…. 

 kind of like this day…..180…. I am more interested in number of churches… 

 getting at metrics that matter…. 
 

2. Power and turf: Be honest about power and turf in the church---i.e. if one person has been 

doing something for more than three years that is a yellow flag.    
 

3. Be honest about sacred cows….. Not old churches…..Bham….   altar rail….custom…….    
 

SLIDE  Stats  Snarky here…..warm and friendly….so then why aren’t we growing 

of perception……which one grows churches….  

 

DO THE VITALITY SURVEY…. 

  http://www.congregationalvitalitysurvey.com/Resources.html   [Do this if there is time] 

 

http://www.congregationalvitalitysurvey.com/Resources.html


When we do…..see the truth….if time do quick exercise…..no perfect one…but to use 

nothing because you dismiss it is called denial. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SLIDE Secondly….Knowing your neighborhood   Secondly…..how can we find out? 

 

SLIDE 1. Demographics:  What is going on around us & history of the church.  

 

Studying your congregation…..  AARDA …..  

 

Walking around neighborhood…..what is going on….. what do you notice….. 

Pew Swap….go 

Invite others to tell you Firefighters…. 

 

Remember…once you have info….2 more step…..DISCERNMENT & DECISIONS 

 

Example…What if the demographics in the community have changed. 3-mile radius may be 

less than promising. You find out that a good many members drive in from a distance. Unless 

relocation is on the table, the congregation must summon energy for extreme makeover  

The congregation that is in touch with the community narrative and then insinuates its 

narrative into that one with a well-targeted ministry plan has a future.    

 

What are the decisions to be made….some may not be easy…. 

one church….sits in downtown….they have no ministry outside their walls……nothing…. 

next to a courthouse……imagine who is going there every morning…..?   

 

what if community college…no campus ministry…commuters…..something to be for them 

 



[VIDEO] Speaking of knowing your neighbors….TED Talk…..Connie Chang    show 

this…think about what I have said….specifically about the idea of visibility…signature 

ministry 

 

Questions……  1. What was the idea that sparked the project? 

2. Why do you think it succeeded? 

 

She made a way to use what was not used…… and to INVOLVE people…. 

 

SLIDE FROM THIS VIDEO>….came this idea….  BANNER 

We did this…put up a board…..at street…. advertising…also water fountain…. 

 

SLIDE KNOWING neighbors….St. Peters Jackson…library… 

 

SLIDE Third Knowing your culture Been inside so much……   go & immerse yourself….. 

 

Paul said….to the Jews…..to the Gentiles……he learned languages…. 

Means learning again to join God in the neighborhood. It is about having our eyes opened 

that we might see the strange invitation of Spirit for the churches to rediscover and recover 

their vocations as God’s missionary people in the local. 

 

1.SLIDE More important than ever……  1957-63 Leave it to Beaver/ 1960-65 My 3 Sons/ 

1971-79 All in Family/ 1969-74 Brady Bunch / 2009 - Modern Family 

 

Family……no more weight….community….   family is a closed system… 

 

Church was once thought of as family.  Families stick together…but now churehces are seen 

as one more commodity, a restaurant.  Place where you go when you are in the mood, when 

you feel the need.   

 

2. SLIDE key part of our culture…..  texting…invited participation…Wikipedia……”Here 

Comes Everybody” Clay Richey& yet so much of way we do things…one voice…sit in same 

direction……don’t talk back 

 

SLIDE 2005-2013……phones…..but we say turn them off!   

USE IT…idea…Thanksgiving…open microphone night…. &. texting 50 people 

 

 

 



3. SLIDE   Volf “experiential satisfaction” is purpose of human life.  

“The horizon and scope  of human purpose have ben reduced to the lifelong pursuit of a 

series of individually gratifying experiences, largely without  any deeper framework of 

citizenship, virtue or the common good.” 

 

Think about politics…Politics…..entertainer…… “tells us the truth”     disenfranchised  

Oh no….oh yes!     Live in a culture of nones and dones….irrelevant/indifferent/  

Community is ambiguous word.     

 

When you hear this…do you begin to se how our vestries have far more critical and creative 

challenges before us than what color to paint the church.  Not your fault.  But it is ur context.  

 

SLIDE We must begin to ask bigger questions like: 

To be human is _________________  How do we translate culture to context v.v 

Why?  Why church at this particular time and place?  What do we have to offer and how do 

we communicate it? 

 

And Know your tradition!!   and teach our language……  Episcopal…… 

 

Why are you there…..  Episcopal room in God’s mansion.    

Peculiar room…it is a great room…..  important that room is available to people. 

 

See Anglican identity resource  

 

However, do we love our church too much.  Take for example…..Polaroid…… loved their 

camera more than they did photography.  

 

Gods kingdom has come near….how are we paying attention?  Takes time……. 

 

Episcopal elevator speech….be able to say it 30 sec.  who u are/what you do/why you matter  

 

WHY EXIST?....…A word or two about mission statements…..   

 

BE CLEAR ABOUT PURPOSE 

 

Bapt Cov  ‘How”    I think we need to spend more time on strategy than mission…. 

BCP mission   5 marks    3 Ds  

 

SLIDE That is the first law…..know urself….the 2nd one is just as important….be creative. 



 

[SLIDE] Innovative   WHAT IF?  …….  hand in hand w/ making room….. 

 

REACTIVE…….  CREATIVE….  moving two letters……..how ? 

Lots of vestries spend so much time being reactive…there is not time left for creative…… 

 

INNOVATIVE……  Say yes…..   let people try….let something happen…and support it 

 

Not just some whimsical play…..this is serous business….. 

 

SHOW IDEO VIDEO    20/20 Shopping Cart video 

Innovation: 

1. Grows out of listening---all that interrogation…… 

2. Involves iterative small experiments 

3. Requires a high tolerance for failure---- 

4. Requires improvisation---a playful openness 

 

Lets think for a minute about your worship space…..what can happen there and not 

happen….why? who determined that?   In a church…..no way kids can sit on the floor at the 

altar….why not? 

DO we have to worship in that space?  Empty Tomb----Stop Hunger Now…. 

 

One of the most powerful places I worshipped was in a food pantry…. 

we literally moved everything out of the way…..  what if our churches were more about 

another function than worship alone…..and we made space for worship rather than the other 

way around……   church in NYC….. chairs… move in cots for homeless during the week 

 

What if there were NO sacred cows….including furniture, customs, or buildings…. 

 

Speaking of innovation…. 

+St. Andrews PC…….flipped their worship spacve…took out pews….space is used 

 

+ Recovery Eucharist…..  not just open building…..honored them 

 

+ Why do we have to have vested people? …plus it shows its not some hierarchy…street 

clothes at altar is not a bad thing… 

 

+What about sharing space…Boligee…..Presbyterians & Episcopalians worship together. 



 

+Change your time in order to be more available to priests who supply. 

 

What about sharing administrative costs….?  buying supplies….  hunch is some of you are 

very innovative….resourceful….share that later 

 

SLIDE  Interrogative & Innovative…… ….all else plays off those two. 

 

[SLIDE] A Signature ministry that is outward focused.  

In the early church there is a quote from around 150 AD..... Among us you will find 

uneducated persons, craftsmen, and old women, who, if they are unable in words to prove the 

benefit of our doctrine, yet by their deeds exhibit the benefit arising from their persuasion of 

its truth.   They do not rehearse speeches, but exhibit good works; when struck, they do not 

strike again; when robbed, they do not go to law; they give to those that ask of them, and love 

their neighbors as themselves. (A Plea for the Christians 11 

 

Every parish has an intrinsic gift, unique to the episcopal presence in the specific area that 

can be used for outreach ministry....Instead of doing everything...do one thing…. 

what is it in your community that when people talk about the needs,  

they identify the solution with the episcopal congregation... 

 

Trying to do too many things…..do a few things well….moreover…what do you have the 

gifts and strengths for in your particular church?  

 

Key to this signature ministry… 

*It is driven by a community need…not the desire of one parishioner. It can come from a 

parishioners…but there must be a need…..& that takes work…..  get to that in the 

values…..of interrogation and innovation….talk about later. 

*It involves more than 20%  of your people  IOW heavy percentage 

* And other people notice 

* Connected to the altar 

 

Examples….  

[Slide]  Fancy way to do this…ABCD  …..Gary Moore…and Eugene Johnston 

 

[SLIDE] 3. Worship that is authentic transformative & Accessible  

 

 



Resource…..worship 

 

Music---I cannot tell you how many of our small churches pick out the longest hymns in the 

hymnal, and I close to eliminate Go forth for God form musical selections 

AND...do not need an organ to have fine music!!.. my last church we had no organ… 

 

Rituals…..  its fine to be high church….but there is a line when our rituals become an 

obstacle….give you permission…to loosen up….. don’t try to be something you are not. 

 

Number of churches that pass offering to acolyte who passes it….WHY?    simplify 

St. Annas Poarch…2 boys did offering….frisbees…. something very wonderful  

 

Preaching gives examples and encouragement for an ever-deeper connection between 

worship and daily life 

 

POP….Intercessions during the Sunday liturgy and actions during the week reflect a 

dynamic connection with the concerns of the world 

 

Clergy…folks will be in that church after you are gone….so its not about your style….as it is 

about their style….i.e. ..my church….communion…..everyone…..  I let it go…b/c it was 

their way…terribly embarrassing to newcomers….but I let it go. 

 

SLIDE OF CHANGE Problem is our worship can be boring…..  “I like boring.”     
 

[SLIDE] 4. Shared leadership--- Big & small churches…1800 church. we had this problem 
 

Step on  toes now...b/c this may be you.  “But if I don’t do it it won’t get done…then maybe 

it should die”     ECW Tea…..women…younger women stepped in….older women 

complained how they did it!  

 

Key to real metrics of a vital church….not how much ministry…but how many people are 

involved in one ministry aloe.  vs. same name pops up everywhere.  

everyone feels included and valued.   It is healthier to have different Eucharistic Ministers, 

readers & ushers for each week of the month rather than the same few carrying out these 

roles every Sunday.   BY way…women can be ushers….so can children…..as well as men 

can be altar guild and teens. 

 

SLIDE Here are a few signs of unshared leadership: 



1. Policies are not written down.  How we do things is known to all, not just to a few. 

2.1 or 2 people do everything. 

3. Troublemaking seems to be a part of life….petitions…emails…. secrets…. 

4. Supporting the building is main function….not ministry  

 

Go a step further…..Sharing leadership requires us to make room……and to let go… 

 

Makes room for stranger  “Plenty of room”   No…I mean really makes room 

Churches where there are pillows to mark someone’s spot…..what does that say to a visitor 

[church no one exchanged the peace w/ Robin---they were too busy hugging each other]  

When I say makes room…..I mean at all levels and in all ways…… Making room in 

pews…making room for new ideas....value of flexibility and hospitality. … 

 

I think I am talking about OPENNESS & FLEXIBILITY….vs. a closed system 

 

Not just about welcoming….something deeper problem with this is that it requires the 

dreaded reality of change…..or letting go…or it becoming not what it was…. 

 

So many stories of when leadership changed & there would be cry...its not like it used to be 

 

Making room….  at altar….our spaces say something about us 

 

Some churches have so much furniture…so little room someone is going to get hurt….one 

place for the Word to be read.  

 

We are an aging population but we so often make it hard to get to the altar rail.  And lets let 

folks know its ok to stand to receive.  

 

[SLIDE] 5. Stewardship that matters:  My hunch is that the way we go about stewardship 

is pleading to make ends meet.  I have seen it/heard it.   Spend entire day on this topic alone.   

 

“But everyone knows…”  No they don’t   2008   Also assumes no new people...Have a plan! 

 

And change the narrative….When I was in your search process….journal of 

convention….“begged” for money……you did not get it….. 

 

Same is true in churches…..   

 



Opposite of scarcity...it is not abundance…..abundance is not a Gospel idea……the opposite 

of scarcity is…..there is enough….YOU HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED…..to be who 

God wants you to be today…where do I get such an idea…. 

 

SLIDE] 6. Invites, Incorporates: Invites, displays hospitality and works toward inclusion of 

newcomers and members into active participation in congregational life with an emphasis on 

relationship formation. Program we will be brining to the diocese… PLAN!!!!!!  otherwise 

you will miss 

 

Nones and Dones….Not just newcomers…..Refocus this question… 

How do we grow our membership?—w/a better one:  

How do we more deeply engage the people we serve? 

 

Aside…   Newcomers….Advent….Lent….August…… plan for it…..  

and if you want to not grow…..reduce your schedule in the summer….message it gives. 

 

SLIDE More contact…..more successful…..sheer number…and laity is more succesful 

 

Resource…how to talk to a newcomer…why its in there???  PAGE ________________ 

 

SLIDE  7. Discipleship:   

 

SLIDE “The business of the church is to change people; the business of a corporation is to 

satisfy people.”    Key word in this quote----- “change” 

 

Takes seriously the formation of disciples, grounded in the Baptismal Covenant with 

emphasis on spiritual formation, biblical education and prayer. 

Ideas for Ch. Formation…that are easy!!!   Video 

 TED Talks….. 

 ChurchNExt 

 Call larger churches and ask to borrow. 

 

SLIDE As you seek to lead….. be wary++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

    

Jesus tells them about a new future…Read Gospel……Matthew 16    
From that time on, Jesus began to show his disciples that he must go to Jerusalem and undergo great 

suffering at the hands of the elders and chief priests and scribes, and be killed, and on the third day be raised. 

And Peter took him aside and began to rebuke him, saying, ‘God forbid it, Lord! This must never happen to 

you.’  But he turned and said to Peter, ‘Get behind me, Satan! You are a stumbling-block to me; for you are 



setting your mind not on divine things but on human things.’  Then Jesus told his disciples, ‘If any want to 

become my followers, let them deny themselves and take up their cross and follow me.  For those who want 

to save their life will lose it, and those who lose their life for my sake will find it.  For what will it profit them 

if they gain the whole world but forfeit their life? Or what will they give in return for their life? 

 

SLIDE Be wary of  Satan…  Voice says…things that are not true…..hear these as I talk. 

 

SLIDE 1. Default Problem is that we have “default” setting in us.  “The default future is a 

projection of what happened in the past.  It is our expectations, fears.  Challenge of a vestry is 

to pay attention to the default.     i.e.…”people will_________________”  “we tried that” 

 

Breaking default……Task is to move the past into the past.  Clues…. sense of missing 

something; look for resentments, regrets, lack of acknowledgement for actions or 

participation 

Problems in church…never finish an issue……low to complete the issues. 

i.e…….say you wanted the associate to be the rector…… say you were on the losing side of 

a vote, bigger issues…..racism…….   

 

1. Talk about it. 

2. Take responsibility 

3. Take action 

 

Defaults….a few more 

 

1. Not big enough…..Not flashy enough….we embarrassed….don’t have resources…yes… 

we are not like that mega church around the corner…..  

 

2. We will fail….church…we did event…but no one came to church after…. 

point is that they were not doing it to be the church…means to another end… 

Grace Church….Thursday night meal….first time…one lady showed up…another time… 

now…they have 100 ”how many joined the church?”  none……[point..its not about growth]    

 

3. We tried that before….  workshops at convention…yeh we tried that….. 

it’s a terrible feeling for the person who suggests it….…you put yourself out there… 

    get shot down….  newcomer…. lets try it again…..here is what we learned…. 

 

4. Not everyone one will be happy. 

Innovators---laggards…Most of time in church…we wait on everyone…if you do that 

nothing every will change…  lose someone…..yes…but you may gain someone. 



 

5. Others….  INVITE input…. 

 

+++Challenge as leaders…is to remember that beyond death is life…..Peter did not hear it. 

Your job is to always hear it. 

 

As you lead……means change…. 

 

SLIDE CHANGE  So….lets say you do want to become innovative….and you bump up that 

dreaded reality called…CHANGE…. ….. …if you want to do something different…..or 

new…..  its not just a matter of jumping form A to B. 

 

Change involves conflict…Spend an entire workshop on…maybe we will…given CGC data 
 

Say a few words about change and conflict….u know this…but in heat of battle we forget it. 
 

Realize dynamics of people & change… 

Most difficult building to design…church….so understand people…   

 

Fear is not of change….fear of loss….. 

 

 CLICK Process: knowing what you know about people communicate, involve & invite.    

A church needs to know why, how & when changes will occur. A simple change process 

gives the congregation a clear path to follow. It reassures the timid and it inspires innovators 

3 things need to be in place to give church the best chance at embracing healthy change: 

 They need to know why the old idea is being tossed 

 They need to know what’s better about the new thing 

 They deserve not to be surprised when it happens 

 As you discuss…if someone is not lined up with proposal, ask for counterproposal? 

 Keep working until people align  “This works for me”   Greater truth includes Ninian 

 Take your time….process. 

 Determine up front what role the rector is to play.   Many times change should be led 

by the vestry not the priest.  But it’s the other way around.  

 

CLICK We vs. me.   Best change is when no one gets what they want.  “WE” vs. “ME”   . 
 



CLICK You must do something uncomfortable…. 
 

CLICK  Get the right people involved:  What are gifts needed, voices of investment. 
 

CLICK Conflict is not a bad word.    By way…emails destroy churches. 

Moltmann “Show me a church where there is no conflict, and I will show you a church where 

the Holy Spirit does not reside.” 

 

SLIDE Chart…who are you waiting for?  Laggards will not change.  They can go along.   

 

Closing   ++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++ 

 

SLIDE Chart…..OH NO…… but I dream of a diocese where this is flip flopped. 

 

SLIDE There will be signs in the sun, the moon, and the stars, and on the earth distress among 

nations confused by the roaring of the sea and the waves. People will faint from fear and 

foreboding of what is coming upon the world, for the powers of the heavens will be 

shaken.  Then they will see “the Son of Man coming in a cloud” with power and great 

glory. Now when these things begin to take place, stand up and raise your heads, because your 

redemption is drawing near.’   Luke 21”25-28 

 

Urge you….  Leaders……   Raise your heads…..! 

 

Be faithful….but also be hopeful…problem with only being faithful…may never go 

anywhere…hopeful will risk everything to join in…b/c you know you have won. 

 

There is more…..  HOPE……    faithful….must learn to be hopeful….. 

 

SLIDE   γίνομαι   GINOMAI…..”becoming…….”    

 

So if anyone is in Christ, there is a new creation: everything old has passed away; see, 

everything has become new! All this is from God, who reconciled us to himself through 

Christ, and has given us the ministry of reconciliation.   II Corinthians 5:17 

 

We tend to forget this…… always changing…always pruning…always transforming…. 

God is at work…our task is to pay attention as leaders….to carve the time, create the 

atmosphere, be the listeners and prophets……if so…then we can boldy run the race!!! 

 



SLIDE “The Spirit wants there to be flying. As for who happens to do it, in that the spirit 

has only a passing interest.”  Rilke  

 

SO does the Bishop…..so fly. 

 

 

III. PRACTICAL   NOTES FOR DWIGHT TO COVER 

 

ACCOUNTABILITY……AUTHENTICITY……STEWARDSHIP...LIABILITYJUSTICE 

 

 

IV. RESOURCES 

Episcopal Church Foundation   www.episcopalchurchfoundation.org 

Vestry Papers 

Webinars  http://www.episcopalfoundation.org/calendar/ 

 

CGC Website www.diocgc.org 

 

Study Your Congregation statistics 

 

Worship Ideas  

http://us12.campaign-

archive2.com/?u=6b529d10df2e3b98ebd12e22c&id=1c1f66b515&e=929aab8a79 

 

 

Spiritual Gifts Discernment  

http://www.toronto.anglican.ca/parish-life/congregational-growth/natural-church-

development/gifts-discernment/ 

 

Mutual Ministry Review 
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